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The insanity defense has become the most passionately debated issue in
criminal law, a debate marked by slogans and stereotypes. Mr. Goldstein offers a
reasoned study of that debate and the current rules behind the law, as well as a
careful examination of what might be expected from any new rules now
proposed.
An urgent exposéf the mental health crisis in our courts, jails, and prisons
America has made mental illness a crime. Jails in New York, Los Angeles, and
Chicago each house more people with mental illnesses than any hospital. As
many as half of all people in America's jails and prisons have a psychiatric
disorder. One in four fatal police shootings involves a person with such disorders.
In this revelatory book, journalist Alisa Roth goes deep inside the criminal justice
system to show how and why it has become a warehouse where inmates are
denied proper treatment, abused, and punished in ways that make them sicker.
Through intimate stories of people in the system and those trying to fix it, Roth
reveals the hidden forces behind this crisis and suggests how a fairer and more
humane approach might look. Insane is a galvanizing wake-up call for criminal
justice reformers and anyone concerned about the plight of our most vulnerable.
The prosecutor- Julia Valenciano. Young, ambitious and facing a case that could
launch her career. The defendant - David Marquette. A successful Miami surgeon
and devoted family man. The victims - Marquette's own wife and three small
children. The plea- Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity. But the state suspects
Marquette's insanity defence is being fabricated to disguise murders that were
cold-blooded and calculated. Worse, Julia believes Marquette could be
responsible for a string of unsolved, brutal homicides. The distraught survivor
could just be one of the most prolific and elusive serial killers in Florida's history.
The trial will take Julia on a painful personal journey back to a past she has
struggled for fifteen years to forget. And it will bring her face to face with a future
that is so frightening, she's not sure if she even wants to see it.
In 1967, after a session with a psychiatrist she'd never seen before, eighteenyear-old Susanna Kaysen was put in a taxi and sent to McLean Hospital. She
spent most of the next two years in the ward for teenage girls in a psychiatric
hospital as renowned for its famous clientele—Sylvia Plath, Robert Lowell, James
Taylor, and Ray Charles—as for its progressive methods of treating those who
could afford its sanctuary. Kaysen's memoir encompasses horror and razoredged perception while providing vivid portraits of her fellow patients and their
keepers. It is a brilliant evocation of a "parallel universe" set within the
kaleidoscopically shifting landscape of the late sixties. Girl, Interrupted is a clearsighted, unflinching document that gives lasting and specific dimension to our
definitions of sane and insane, mental illness and recovery.
In its narrowest sense, "mentally disordered offender" refers to the approximately
twenty thousand persons per year in the United States who are institutionalized
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as not guilty by reason of insanity, incompetent to stand trial, and mentally
disordered sex offenders, as well as those prisoners transferred to mental
hospitals. The real importance of mentally disordered offenders, however, may
not lie in this figure. Rather, it may reside in the symbolic role that mentally
disordered offenders play for the rest of the legal system. The 3,140 persons
residing in state institutions on an average day in 1978 as not guilty by reason of
insanity (see Chapter 4), for example, are surely worthy of concern in their own
right. But they represent only 1% of the 307,276 persons residing in state and
federal prisons in the same period (U. S. Dept. of Justice, 1981). From a purely
numeric point of view, the insanity defense truly is "much ado about little"
(Pasewark & Pasewark, 1982). The central importance of understanding these
persons, however, is that they serve a symbolic function in justifying the
imprisonment of the other 99%. The insanity defense, as Stone (1975) has noted,
is "the exception that proves the rule. " By exculpating a relatively few people
from being criminally responsible for their behavior, the law inculpates all other
law violators as liable for social sanction.
No area of criminal law has been the subject of more controversy than the
insanity defense. The Insanity Defense is a clear assessment of this issue as it
exists in the 1980s. It provides the reader with a basis for understanding and
evaluating the legislative and judicial responses to the factors that have stirred
this controversy. Because extremely complex issues are involved in the effort to
formulate an insanity defense, Simon and Aaronson begin with a detailed
historical overview. They discuss the necessity of expert witnesses in the actual
trial and probe into the jury's role and responsibility. The authors describe the
various movements that have been used to abolish the insanity defense, as well
as assess the use and interpretation of the defense in other nations.
This unique volume offers a rare glimpse into unfamiliar-in a sense, even,
forbidden-territory for most psychoanalysts and other mental health
professionals. The stories are fascina*ng and sensi*vely rendered; the writing is
as crisp, accessible and compelling as a strong piece of fific*on. I recommend
this for anyone hungry to explore the darkest recesses of the human mind.I can
state with certainty that I have never read anything like it. -Steven Kuchuck,
President, Interna*onal Association for Relational Psychoanalysis and
Psychotherapy, Faculty, NYU Postdoctoral Program in Psychotherapy and
Psychoanalysis, author of The Relational Revolution in Psychoanalysis and
Psychotherapy
What is there is only a limited amount of sanity in the world and the real reason
people go mad is because somebody has to? What if a mysterious tribe in the
Amazon rainforest turn out to be the most boring people on earth? What if the
afterlife is nothing more than a London suburb, where the dead get new flats,
new jobs, and their own telephone directory? These are the sort of truths that
emerge in this collection of stories by one of England's most gifted writers. In The
Quantity Theory of Insanity, Will Self tips over the banal surfaces of everyday
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existence to uncover the hideous, the hilarious, and the bizarre. Psychiatry,
anthropology, theology—and literature—will never be the same.
Records of people experiencing verbal hallucinations or 'hearing voices' can be found
throughout history. Voices of Reason, Voices of Insanity examines almost 2,800 years
of these reports including Socrates, Schreber and Pierre Janet's "Marcelle", to provide
a clear understanding of the experience and how it may have changed over the
millenia. Through six cases of historical and contemporary voice hearers, Leudar and
Thomas demonstrate how the experience has metamorphosed from being a sign of
virtue to a sign of insanity, signalling such illnesses as schizophrenia or dissociation.
They argue that the experience is interpreted by the voice hearer according to social
categories conveyed through language, and is therefore best studied as a matter of
language use. Controversially, they conclude that 'hearing voices' is an ordinary human
experience which is unfortunately either mystified or pathologised. Voices of Reason,
Voices of Insanity offers a fresh perspective on this enigmatic experience and will be of
interest to students, researchers and clinicians alike.
When you're a hypochondriac, there are a million different things that could be wrong
with you, but for Izzy, focusing on what could be wrong might be keeping her from
dealing with what's really wrong.
"In this in-depth critique of the mental healthcare system, a leading advocate for the
mentally ill argues that the system fails to adequately treat the most seriously ill. He
proposes major reforms to bring help to schizophrenics, the severely bipolar, and
others"-Not Guilty By Reason of Insanity covers my ten plus year struggle with mental illness.
From clubbing in Portland, Oregon, Tijuana, Mexico, and Tacoma, Washington, to
ending up in Federal Prison doing burpees with a Nazi Skinhead, this book is a tell all.
Also covered is my strong faith in the Old Apostolic Lutheran Faith and how this has
helped me with my recovery.
Of related interest . . . PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
—Theodore H. Blau This unique training guide/reference was written in response to the
ever-growing demand for psychological services in law enforcement agencies. Written
by one of the nation's most respected experts in forensic psychology, it offers
psychologists now working in law enforcement agencies and those interested in
entering the field, a detailed overview of the many functions psychologists serve within
those agencies. Organized by sections corresponding to the major functions
psychologists perform—assessment, intervention, consultation, and training—the book
deals with all issues that psychologists working in law enforcement will encounter in
their practice, including officer recruitment, fitness-for-duty evaluations, stress
counseling, drug and alcohol counseling, hostage negotiations, investigative hypnosis,
management consultation, and much more. 1994 (0-471-55950-4) 454 pp. THE
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF THE CHILD —Theodore H. Blau Over twentyfive years in the making and the result of examinations of over four thousand children,
this book is a comprehensive guide to performing psychological examinations on
children. Covering virtually every aspect of the examination procedure, it offers specific
recommendations and step-by-step guidelines to everything from office decor, requisite
equipment, test selection, rating categories, and techniques for minimizing stress to
administering tests, writing reports, and making recommendations. Closely following Dr.
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Blau's famous Basic Psychological Examination package, the book guides readers in
their assessment of environmental pressure, behavioral responses, intellectual factors,
neuropsychological status, response capabilities, academic achievement, and
personality. 1991 (0-471-63559-6) 279 pp. THE PSYCHOLOGIST AS EXPERT
WITNESS —Theodore H. Blau This very practical guide arms mental health
professionals with everything they need to serve comfortably and effectively as expert
witnesses. With the help of numerous real-life examples, excerpts from transcripts,
sample forms, checklists, and legal documents, it shows you how to: prepare for your
day in court; avoid being manipulated by attorneys; write up depositions and
psychological and technical reports; and much more. And, as the use of mental health
professionals as expert witnesses continues to extend beyond traditional judicial
applications, the author addresses a wide range of untraditional situations and types of
cases in which readers may be called upon to serve, including cases of liability and
personal injury, eyewitness identification research, trademark and patent litigation, and
others. 1984 (0-471-87129-X) 424 pp. PSYCHIATRY AND CRIMINAL CULPABILITY
How do we distinguish between sin and sickness? Few cases in recent memory so well
typify the current confusion over this question as that of Jeffrey Dahmer. The confessed
killer of fifteen young men, Dahmer had sex with and cannibalized his victims' bodies.
Yet, because he was not found to be mentally ill—the threshold requirement in tests of
legal insanity-—he was convicted and sentenced to 936 years imprisonment. How is it
that such a severely disturbed person as Dahmer is adjudged sane and therefore
culpable, while "Twinkiedefense" killer, Dan White and would-be presidential assassin
John Hinckley, Jr., are deemed not guilty by reason of insanity? What are the origins of
tests for criminal responsibility, and how is mental illness defined under them? Can
causal links be shown to exist between specific crimes and disorders? Psychiatry and
Criminal Culpability explores, in-depth, these questions and many others at the heart of
one of the most controversial issues in our criminal justice system today. Throughout,
Dr. Ralph Slovenko, an acknowledged expert whose professional experience straddles
both the worlds of psychiatry and the law, brings a wealth of scholarship and direct
experience to bear on the subject. Citing numerous landmark cases and historical
formulations of criminal responsibility dating back to biblical times, he traces the
evolution of current legal and psychiatric notions of culpability and the relationship
between culpability and insanity. Writing for both a mental health and legal audience,
Dr. Slovenko clearly and eloquently addresses a wide range of important topical issues.
He explains the distinctions between the defenses of not guilty by reason of insanity,
guilty but mentally ill, and diminished capacity. He identifies the types of mental illness
that currently qualify under the test of criminal responsibility, including disorders that
psychiatrists do not regard as psychotic, but which, nevertheless, many experts assert
negate responsibility. He explores the role of the mental health professional as an
expert character witness in cases where it is uncertain whether the accused committed
the crime in question. And much more. Fascinating, thought-provoking, and
enlightening, Psychiatry and Criminal Culpability helps guide mental health and legal
professionals through the moral and technical complexities of one of the knottiest
issues of our day.
Outlines the down side of deinstitutionalization, tracing how steps taken in the 1960s
caused patients with severe psychiatric disorders to be discharged from hospitals and
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rendered untreatable, in an account that makes recommendations for reform.
Critically acclaimed author and psychoanalyst Mikita Brottman offers literary true crime
writing at its best, taking us into the life of a murderer after his conviction—when most
stories end but the defendant's life goes on. On February 21, 1992, 22-year-old Brian
Bechtold walked into a police station in Port St. Joe, Florida and confessed that he’d
shot and killed his parents in their family home in Silver Spring, Maryland. He said he’d
been possessed by the devil. He was eventually diagnosed with schizophrenia and
ruled “not criminally responsible” for the murders on grounds of insanity. But after the
trial, where do the "criminally insane" go? Brottman reveals Brian's inner life leading up
to the murder, as well as his complicated afterlife in a maximum security psychiatric
hospital, where he is neither imprisoned nor free. During his 27 years at the hospital,
Brian has tried to escape and been shot by police, and has witnessed three patient-onpatient murders. He’s experienced the drugging of patients beyond recognition, a
sadistic system of rewards and punishments, and the short-lived reign of a crazed
psychiatrist-turned-stalker. In the tradition of One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest,
Couple Found Slain is an insider’s account of life in the underworld of forensic psych
wards in America and the forgotten lives of those held there, often indefinitely.
"Today’s Democrats are pushing policies that are simply insane, and David Limbaugh
proves it in his terriffic, and tremendously important, new book, Guilty by Reason of
Insanity." — MARK LEVIN "Few pundits can match David Limbaugh for research, depth
of knowledge, and political insight, and in this book, perhaps his best political book, he
shows how the Democrat Party has completely lost its mind." — SEAN HANNITY The
left has truly lost its mind. The party out of power used to be “the loyal opposition.” No
longer. Now it’s “the Resistance.” The left, abandoning any pretense of fairness and
decency, has declared political war on President Trump. Waged by a stunningly broad
array of militants—the Democratic Party, countless left-wing interest groups, radical
academics, the liberal mainstream media, Antifa shock troops, Hollywood, and the tech
oligarchs—this political war is aimed not only at conservative ideas but also at Trump
supporters, even teenagers wearing MAGA hats. In his shocking new book, Guilty by
Reason of Insanity, national #1 bestselling author David Limbaugh explains how the left
lost its mind—and the threat it now poses to us all. No book you read this year could be
more important.
From Madness to Mental Health neither glorifies nor denigrates the contributions of
psychiatry, clinical psychology, and psychotherapy, but rather considers how mental
disorders have historically challenged the ways in which human beings have
understood and valued their bodies, minds, and souls. Greg Eghigian has compiled a
unique anthology of readings, from ancient times to the present, that includes
Hippocrates; Julian of Norwich's Revelations of Divine Love, penned in the 1390s;
Dorothea Dix; Aaron T. Beck; Carl Rogers; and others, culled from religious texts,
clinical case studies, memoirs, academic lectures, hospital and government records,
legal and medical treatises, and art collections. Incorporating historical experiences of
medical practitioners and those deemed mentally ill, From Madness to Mental Health
also includes an updated bibliography of first-person narratives on mental illness
compiled by Gail A. Hornstein.
A psychiatrist and an internationally recognized expert on violence, Dorothy Otnow
Lewis has spent the last quarter century studying the minds of killers. Among the
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notorious murderers she has examined are Ted Bundy, Arthur Shawcross, and Mark
David Chapman, the man who shot John Lennon. Now she shares her groundbreaking
discoveries--and the chilling encounters that led to them. From a juvenile court in
Connecticut to the psychiatric wards of New York City's Bellevue Hospital, from
maximum security prisons to the corridors of death row, Lewis and her colleague, the
eminent neurologist Jonathan Pincus, search to understand the origins of violence.
GUILTY BY REASON OF INSANITY is an utterly absorbing odyssey that will forever
change the way you think about crime, punishment, and the law itself.
An insider's account of America's ineffectual approach to some of the hardest defense
and intelligence issues in the three decades since the Cold War ended. Insanity can be
defined as doing the same thing over and over again but expecting a different result. As
a nation, America has cycled through the same defense and intelligence issues since
the end of the Cold War. In Insanity Defense, Congresswoman Jane Harman chronicles
how four administrations have failed to confront some of the toughest national security
policy issues and suggests achievable fixes that can move us toward a safer future.
The reasons for these inadequacies are varied and complex, in some cases going back
generations. American leaders didn’t realize soon enough that the institutions and
habits formed during the Cold War were no longer effective in an increasingly multipower world transformed by digital technology and riven by ethno-sectarian conflict.
Nations freed from the fear of the Soviets no longer deferred to America as before. Yet
the United States settled into a comfortable, at times arrogant, position as the lone
superpower. At the same time our governing institutions, which had stayed resilient,
however imperfectly, through multiple crises, began their own unraveling.
Congresswoman Harman was there—as witness, legislator, exhorter, enabler, dissident
and, eventually, outside advisor and commentator. Insanity Defense is an insider’s
account of decades of American national security—of its failures and omissions—and a
roadmap to making significant progress on solving these perennially difficult issues.
Softbound - New, softbound print book.
Being ill isn t a cause for joy, I nevertheless have no right to complain about it, for it
seems to me that nature sees to it that illness is a means of getting us back on our feet,
of healing us, rather than an absolute evil. --Vincent van Gogh to John Peter Russell,
Saint-Remy-de-Provence, February 1, 1890"
Stevens takes readers on a harrowing descent into the mind of a mass murderer in this
eerily realistic serial-killer novel. At the center of this gripping epic novel of mass
murder, pursuit, and psychological terror is Thomas Bishop, a psychotic young killer
who believes he is the son of Caryl Chessman, who was executed for rape in California
amid intense controversy. Subjected to unmerciful physical and mental torture from an
early age, Bishop kills his mother at the age of ten and is placed in an institution for the
criminally insane. He grows to manhood knowing the outside world only through a
television screen. At twenty-five, he succeeds in a brilliant escape and change of
identity and begins to move across the country, murdering women in particularly
gruesome ways. Pursued by reporters, police, and the mob, Bishop manages to elude
them all, and the search for him becomes the greatest manhunt in US history.The
chilling denouement will hold readers spellbound until the shattering, unforgettable
conclusion.
A powerful and humane exploration of the history of the "insanity defense," through the
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story of one poignant case. When a three-year-old child was found with a head wound
and other injuries, it looked like an open-and-shut case of second-degree murder.
Psychologist and attorney Susan Vinocour agreed to evaluate the defendant, the child's
mentally ill and impoverished grandmother, to determine whether she was competent to
stand trial. Even if she had caused the child's death, had she realized at the time that
her actions were wrong or was she legally "insane"? What followed was anything but an
open-and-shut case. Nobody's Child traces the legal definition of "insanity" back to its
inception in Victorian Britain nearly two hundred years ago, from when our
understanding of the human mind was in its infancy, to today, when questions of race,
class, and ability so often determine who is legally "insane" and who is criminally guilty.
Vinocour explains how "competency" and "insanity" are creatures of a legal system, not
of psychiatric reality, and how, in criminal law, the insanity defense has to often been a
luxury of the rich and white. Nobody's Child is a profoundly dignified portrait of injustice
in America and a complex examination of the troubling intersection of mental health and
the law. When prisons are now the largest institutions for the mentally ill, Vinocour
demands that we reckon with our conceptions of "insanity" with clarity, empathy, and
responsibility.
By Reason of InsanitySimon and Schuster
Thinking About the Insanity Defense answers ninety-seven frequently asked questions
and presents sixteen case examples in easily understood language. This volume
provides a clear and compelling introduction to one of the most important topics in the
relation between psychology and law. Compiled by members of a Harvard seminar, it
directs attention to the issues most often raised by the general public and by students
of social science and criminal justice. The frequently asked questions about the insanity
defense address: its history and psychological aspects; the effects of different
standards for determining insanity; the arguments for its retention, abolition, and
revision; media and other responses to it; controversies around pre- and postconviction commitment; and the roles of psychologists, psychiatrists, and lawyers. The
case examples illustrate a variety of outcomes and include individuals who were: found
not guilty by reason of insanity; found guilty even though mentally ill; and not charged
because of mental illness. The extensive bibliography directs students and citizens
interested in psychology, law, and criminal justice to further cases and analyses. The
insanity defense is one of the most significant topics in psychoforensics. This brief and
readable book is the first place to look for what most people want to know about the
insanity defense.
The Defense of Insanity, The World Over is the 10th in a series of books that examines
and compares social issues or social problems from an explicitly comparative
perspective. This volume examines and compares the criteria and procedures
surrounding the defense of insanity across twenty-two countries. In addition to the
criteria for each of the countries, Simon and Ahn-Redding report the burden of proof;
whether this burden is on the side of the defense or the prosecution; the degree,
beyond a reasonable doubt or by a preponderance of the evidence; the form the verdict
takes; who typically decides, a judge or a jury; what role experts play in the
proceedings; and what happens to the defendant if he or she is found not guilty by
reason of insanity. The Defense of Insanity, The World Over provides a history of the
defense of insanity going as far back as ancient Greek and Roman societies including
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the development of the defense in modern legal codes beginning with the British criteria
in 1265. This one-of-a-kind study also looks at how the defense of insanity is treated in
Jewish and Islamic law. Simon and Ahn-Redding have crafted an expert study that will
appeal to scholar of sociology, criminal justice, and international studies.
The insanity defense is one of the oldest fixtures of the Anglo-American legal tradition.
Though it is available to people charged with virtually any crime, and is often employed
without controversy, homicide defendants who raise the insanity defense are often
viewed by the public and even the legal system as trying to get away with murder.
Often it seems that legal result of an insanity defense is unpredictable, and is
determined not by the defendants mental state, but by their lawyers and psychologists
influence. From the thousands of murder cases in which defendants have claimed
insanity, Doctor Ewing has chosen ten of the most influential and widely varied. Some
were successful in their insanity plea, while others were rejected. Some of the
defendants remain household names years after the fact, like Jack Ruby, while others
were never nationally publicized. Regardless of the circumstances, each case
considered here was extremely controversial, hotly contested, and relied heavily on
lengthy testimony by expert psychologists and psychiatrists. Several of them played a
major role in shaping the criminal justice system as we know it today. In this book,
Ewing skillfully conveys the psychological and legal drama of each case, while
providing important and fresh professional insights. For the legal or psychological
professional, as well as the interested reader, Insanity will take you into the minds of
some of the most incomprehensible murderers of our age.
2009 Christy Award finalist! After a series of kidnappings and murders in Virginia
Beach, newspaper reporter Catherine O'Rourke experiences disturbing dreams that
detail each crime. In an effort to aid the investigation, she shares them with her
confidential source—a detective working on the case. Catherine's intimate knowledge of
the crimes immediately makes her a prime suspect. When scientific evidence
corroborates her guilt, she's arrested and charged with murder. As she begins to doubt
her own innocence, Catherine turns to Las Vegas lawyer Quinn Newberg, a high-priced
specialist in the insanity defense. Quinn believes in justice, Vegas-style. But he doesn't
believe in the supernatural, or that Catherine's dreams are anything other than the
result of a fractured personality disorder. Who can understand the human mind? Quinn
knows that insanity cases are unpredictable, but nothing had prepared him for this! To
win, or even survive, Quinn will need more than his famed legal maneuvering and biting
skepticism. On this case, he needs a miracle.
This book covers the basic science and neurobiology of violence and integrates this
with clinical, legal, and ethical aspects of forensic psychiatry. Unique text which
integrates the basic sciences, clinical, legal, and ethical aspects Highly illustrated.
Numerous colour images in the basic sciences section further explain the text Succinct
yet comprehensive coverage for instant access to the information The book is designed
for postgraduate trainees in psychiatry wishing to specialise in forensic psychiatry,
specialists in forensic psychiatry, mental health, criminal lawyers, and forensic
psychologists. It will be an invaluable reference work for clinical psychologists,
criminologists, sociologists, and other professionals working with forensic psychiatric
patients such as members of the probation service, social workers, and nursing staff.
The insanity defense debate has come full circle, again. The current round began when
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John Hinckley opened fire; in 1843, it was Daniel M'Naghten who pulled the trigger; the
"acts" of both would-be "insanity acquittees" provoked the press, the populace, a
President, and a Queen to expressions of outrage, and triggered Congress, the House
of Lords, judges, jurists, psychologists, and psychiatrists to debate this most maddening
matter. "Insanity" -which has historically been surrounded by defenses, defen ders, and
detractors-found itself once again under siege, on trial, and undergoing rigorous crossexamination. Treatises were written on the sub ject, testimony was taken, and new
rules and laws were adopted. The dust has settled, but it has not cleared. What is clear
to me is that we have got it wrong, once again. The "full circle" analogy and historical
parallel to M'Naghten (1843) warrant some elaboration. Hinckley's firing at the
President, captured by television and rerun again and again, rekindled an old debate
regarding the allegedly insane and punishment (Caplan, 1984; Maeder, 1985; Szasz,
1987), a debate in which the "insanity defense" is centrally situated. The smolderings
ignited anew when the Hinckley (1981) jury brought in its verdict-"not guilty by reason of
insanity" (NGRI).
This book examines core issues related to legal insanity, integrating perspectives from
psychiatry, law, and ethics. Various criteria for insanity are analyzed and
recommendations for forensic psychiatric and legal practice are offered. Many legal
systems have an insanity defense, in one form or another. Still, it remains unclear
exactly when and why mental disorders affect a person’s moral or criminal
responsibility. Questions addressed in this book include: Why should insanity be a
component of our legal system? What should be the criteria for an insanity defense?
What would be the reasons for abolishing it? Who should bear the burden of proof?
Furthermore, the book discusses the impact neurosciences may have on psychiatric
and psychological evaluations of defendants as well as on legal decisions about
insanity.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Adulting comes a story about how to
make something when you’re capable of nothing. Kelly Williams Brown had 700 Bad
Days. Her marriage collapsed, she broke three limbs in separate and unrelated
incidents, her father was diagnosed with cancer, and she fell into a deep depression
that ended in what could delicately be referred to as a “rest cure” at an inpatient
facility. Before that, she had several very good years: she wrote a bestselling book,
spoke at NASA, had a beautiful wedding, and inspired hundreds of thousands of
readers to live as grown-ups in an often-screwed-up world, though these
accomplishments mostly just made her feel fraudulent. One of the few things that kept
her moving forward was, improbably, crafting. Not Martha Stewart–perfect crafting,
either—what could be called “simple,” “accessible” or, perhaps, “rustic” creations were
the joy and accomplishments she found in her worst days. To craft is to set things right
in the littlest of ways; no matter how disconnected you feel, you can still fold a tiny
paper star, and that’s not nothing. In Easy Crafts for the Insane, crafting tutorials serve
as the backdrop of a life dissolved, then glued back together. Surprising, humane, and
utterly unforgettable, this is a poignant and hysterical look at the unexpected, messy
coping mechanisms we use to find ourselves again.

The life of David Michael Krueger, who, on his first day pass from his Brockville,
Ontario, psychiatric hospital, brutally murdered another patient.
A washed-up minor league pitcher gets more than he bargained for when his
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affair with an older woman draws him into a tangled web of deceit and scandal
When Cape Cod high school star pitcher David Greene left home, everyone in
his small beach town rallied behind his dream of making it in the pros. No one
expected the local legend to return broke a few years later, with an
undistinguished minor league record and a painful divorce behind him. As he
tries to rebuild his life, David begins an affair with Judith Silver—one that her much
older, terminally ill husband, Gordon, condones on the condition that David run
for a seat on the town’s board of selectman against Gordon’s political rival. Set
in a lushly drawn seaside resort town, this thrilling novel pushes its complicated
and fascinating characters to extremes of emotion. Driven by passion and a lust
for power, David, Judith, and Gordon are all guilty of seduction and manipulation
that will result in irrevocable consequences. As David’s romantic and political
involvements escalate at a fever pitch, a forceful storm rolls in off the ocean,
leading up to a tumultuous climax.
'Gripping, sharp and sultry' PANDORA SYKES 'Superbly unsettling' GUARDIAN
'A gothic Olive Kitteridge mixed with Gillian Flynn' VOGUE On a cold day in 1997,
student Sara Morgan was killed in the woods surrounding her liberal arts college
in upstate New York. When suspicion falls on the person closest to her – her
boyfriend, Blake – the case comes to haunt the friends, family and acquaintances
of the couple in strange and unexpected ways. Some look for answers, while
others are set on retribution; from the young woman who discovers the body to
Sara's half-sister who, years later, seeks out her own form of justice. A
propulsive, taut tale of obsession and voyeurism, Nothing Can Hurt You pieces
together a chorus of unforgettable voices to explore the far-reaching
consequences of one single act of violence.
Psychological thriller meets spooky fantasy in these terrifying ghost stories
inspired by a real-life asylum
A psychiatrist chronicles his rookie year working with serial killers and mass
murderers at California's Gorman State hospital for the criminally insane, which
was punctuated by moments of extreme violence. 35,000 first printing.
Originally published: London: Thames & Hudson Ltd, 2015.
Michel Foucault examines the archeology of madness in the West from 1500 to
1800 - from the late Middle Ages, when insanity was still considered part of
everyday life and fools and lunatics walked the streets freely, to the time when
such people began to be considered a threat, asylums were first built, and walls
were erected between the "insane" and the rest of humanity.
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